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JURISDICTION OF THE COURT 
This appeal arises from Check City's negligence lawsuit against L&T Enterprises 
(hereinafter "L&T"). R. 1-8. On April 29, 2008 the district court issued its ruling 
granting Check City's motion for summary judgment on L&T's counterclaims. R. 334-
29. After a bench trial, the district court concluded that as a result of L&T's failure to 
exercise ordinary care as required by Utah Code Ann. § 70A-3-406 (1993) (hereinafter 
"3-406") Check City was damaged in the amount of $9,388.44. R. 501. L&T timely 
filed a notice of appeal on August 3, 2009. R. 503-05. This court has appellate 
jurisdiction over the district court's final decision pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 78A-4-
103(2)(j) (2009). 
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ISSUES PRESENTED 
I. DUTY 
Defendant never disputed TJS's actions constituted a forgery until they 
brought this appeal. Defendants now challenge the trial court's factual finding that 
TJS presented six checks (hereinafter "Checks") through forgery. 
A. Standard of review: The appellant must show material findings are 
clearly erroneous by marshaling all evidence supporting the findings, then showing 
this evidence is legally insufficient to support the findings when viewed in a light 
most favorable to the trial court's findings. State v. Pena, 869 P.2d 932, 935-36 
(Utah 1994) (clearly erroneous standard of review of factual findings); and Ong Int'l 
(U.S.A.) v. 11th Ave. Corp., 850 P.2d 447, 457 (Utah 1993) (marshalling requirement). 
B. Preservation of Issue: L&T is required to cite to the record showing 
preservation of each issue raised on appeal. Utah R. App. P. 24(a)(5). On this appeal, 
L&T argues for the first time that there was no alteration or forgery giving rise to a 
claim under Utah Code Ann. § 70A-3-406(l-2) (1993). L&T's App. Brief at p. 17. 
II. COMPARATIVE NEGLIGENCE 
The issue is whether the trial court was correct in its comparison of L&T's 
negligence to Check City's negligence under 3-406. 
A. Standard of Review: The appellant must show material findings are "clearly 
erroneous by marshaling all evidence supporting the findings, then showing this 
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evidence is legally insufficient to support the findings when viewed in a light most 
favorable to the trial court's findings." State v. Pena, 869 P.2d 932, 935-36 (Utah 
1994) (clearly erroneous standard of review); and Ong Int'l (U.S.A.) v. 11* Ave. 
Corp., 850 P.2d 447, 457 (Utah 1993) (marshalling requirement). 
B. Preservation of Issue: L&T preserved this issue for appeal through motions, 
the course of trial, and closing arguments. 
III.CHECK CITY'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON L&T'S 
COUNTERCLAIM—INJURY/DAMAGES 
L&T filed a counterclaim against Check City claiming negligence. The trial 
court determined that L&T did not provide any "record evidence of damages." Did 
L&T provide any record evidence of damages? 
A. Standard of Review: A district court's decision to dismiss claims on grounds 
that there was no record evidence of damages constitutes a legal determination that 
this Court reviews for correctness, without deference to the district court's decision. 
Hall v. State Dep 't ofCorrs., 2001 UT 34, If 11, 24 P.3d 958. 
B. Preservation of Issue: Although L&T claimed it was damaged, L&T did not 
preserve this issue for appeal because it did not present record evidence of damages or 
attempt to explain how it was damaged to the trial court. 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Although Check City disputes some of the factual allegations in L&T's 
statement of the case, for purposes of simplicity Check City will forgo briefing their 
statement of the case pursuant to Utah R. App. P. 24(b)(1). 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
L&T is a construction company. Trial Transcript (hereinafter "Tr.") 46. L&T 
hired TJS Mechanical, Inc., (hereinafter "TJS"), a plumbing subcontractor, to perform 
plumbing services on several projects. Tr. 48. 
L&T paid TJS through one-party checks and two-party checks. Tr. 49-50. 
L&T could view their returned checks no more than 30 days from when they are 
cashed. Tr. 120-22. 
TJS was a plumbing company that performed plumbing services for L&T. Tr. 
48. TJS was owned and managed by Jana and Alex "Trent" Mortensen. R. 431, & 
Tr. 102. TJS's material supplier was Familian Pipe. Tr. 33. 
Check City provides check cashing services. L&T's App. Brief p. 10. 
Between 2002 and 2003 Check City cashed approximately 60 checks for TJ S totaling 
close to $170,000. Tr. 107 & Trial Exhibit "6." TJS and its representatives had been 
trusted customers of Check City for years prior to the Checks in question. R. 267. 
At some point L&T began delaying payments to TJS. Tr. 103-04. L&T's late 
payments to TJS created problems for TJS. Tr. 105. 
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On or about December 11, 2003 L&T wrote two two-party checks to TJS and 
Familian Pipe. R. 052-53. On December 23, 2003, TJS cashed checks numbered 
051167 for $265.62 and 051168 for $265.62 at Check City (hereinafter the 
"December 23rd Checks") Id. "Both of the December 23rd checks were signed two 
times. Id. The December 23rd Checks were signed by TJS Mechanical and Jana 
Mortensen. Id. Thus, both of the December 23rd checks contained two signatures, but 
were not signed by Familian Pipe. Id. Check City deposited the December 23rd 
checks and originally received funds from L&T's bank for those checks. R. 0166. 
On December 31, 2003 L&T drafted check number 051459 which totaled 
$4,207.70 to TJS and Familian Pipe. R. 050. On January 23rd, 2004 TJS cashed the 
$4,207.70 check at Check City. R. 50. 
L&T required their subcontractors and suppliers sign lien releases after 
receiving payment from L&T. R.059. 
On January 8, 2004 L&T learned that TJS was altering lien releases. R. 059, 
& Trial Exhibit " 1 . " 
L&T could have viewed the signatures on the December 23rd Checks on or 
about January 23rd, 2004 which was 30 days from when they were cashed. R. Tr. 
120-22. 
On February 5, 2004 L&T's Accounts Payable Manager, Angela Walker, 
noted that there was "something wrong with TJS. Trial Exhibit " 1 . " 
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On February 13, 2004 L&T drafted check number 051747 which totaled 
$2,098.68 to TJS and Familian Pipe. R. 051. 
On February 19, 2004 L&T's Angela Walker noted that she was "concerned" 
about TJS because TJS was desperate for their funds. Trial Exhibit " 1 . " 
On February 19, 2004 L&T wrote check number 51765 for $7,477.84 and 
check number 51766 for $4,992.66 to TJS and Familian Pipe. R. 48-49. 
TJS cashed the check number 51765 for $7,477.84 at Check City on or about 
February 20, 2004. Id. That check also did not have Familian Pipe's signature. Id. 
On or about February 28, 2004 TJS cashed check number 051747 for 
$2,098.68 and check number 51766 for $4,992.66 at Check City. R. 49, & 51. 
Again, the checks cashed on or about February 28th contained the signature of both 
TJS and Jana Mortensen, but not that of Familian Pipe. Id. 
L&T was in direct communication with Familian and could have inquired 
about whether they were being paid. Tr. 91. 
L&T took steps to remedy "fraud/forgery" on or about April 30, 2004. R. 058, 
& Trial Exhibit " 1 . " On that date, L&T filled out affidavits of "fraud/forgery" and 
delivered them to their bank, Zion's. R. 35-41. L&T ultimately received a refund 
from Check City's bank, Key Bank. Tr. 065. Thus, Check City paid cash for the 
Checks and has received nothing in return. Tr. 065. 
After careful thought, the trial court ultimately determined that Check City 
shouldered the majority of fault for the December 23rd Checks. Tr. 143. However, 
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the trial court concluded that L&T was 51% at fault for the checks that were cashed 
after L&T had notice of the risk of non-payment by TJS (total award of $9,388.44 
plus interest). Tr. 144, R. 496, & R. 500-502. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
Throughout the course of litigation, and the trial, L&T termed TJS as the 
"forger." L&T now claims for the first time that there was no forgery giving rise a 
duty as defined by 3-406. L&T itself recognized that TJS was presenting the Checks 
through forgery. In addition, because L&T did not raise this issue with the trial court, 
L&T did not preserve this issue for appeal. 
Although Check City has never denied some responsibility, L&T ignored 
several red flags with TJS which put L&T in the better position to discover the 
forgeries. In addition, if L&T would have exercised ordinary care they would have 
discovered the forgeries much earlier and prevented Check City's loss. 
In regard to L&T's counterclaims, L&T could not have been injured by Check 
City. L&T can not dispute that although it wrote the Checks, its bank ultimately did 
not honor the checks. For that reason, L&T could not explain how it was damaged by 
Check City nor can L&T present record evidence of its damage. 
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ARGUMENT 
I. DUTY 
A. L&T did not preserve the issue of duty under 3-406. 
Although L&T argued there was no duty under Utah Code Ann. § 70A-3-403 
and Utah Code Ann. § 70A-4-406 throughout litigation and the course of the trial, 
they never argued that there was not a forgery which would trigger 3-406. The crux 
of L&T's argument on appeal is that there was no Forgery giving rise to a claim under 
3-406. L&T'sApp.Briefp. 12. 
The following is a short explanation of why each of the pages in the record 
cited by L&T as locations where L&T allegedly preserved the issue mentioned above 
are not adequate references. Check City has also included two pages from the record 
which show that Check City clearly intended to use 3-406 to explain L&T's duty. 
• (R. 102) This page in the record references L&T's motion for summary 
judgment. There is no mention in the motion of 3-406 or the new argument 
that there was not an alteration or forgery. 
• (R. 148) This page in the record references the first page of L&T's 
memorandum in support of its motion for summary judgment. The 
memorandum that followed made no reference to 3-406 or the new argument 
that there was not an alteration or forgery. 
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• (R. 170) This page references Check City's response to L&T's motion for 
summary judgment. Check City referenced 3-406. L&T never replied with 
arguments that 3-406 didn't apply or with their new argument that there was 
no alteration or forgery. 
• (R. 379) This page references Check City's trial brief. Check City referenced 
3-406 as the basis for their negligence argument. This brief was mailed to 
L&T's counsel prior to trial. Thus, arguments about why L&T believed 3-406 
didn't apply should have been presented at trial. 
• (R. 489) This page references a page from L&T's motion in limine. In the 
motion, L&T argued that they did not owe Check City a duty. However, L&T 
made no argument that there was no alteration or forgery. L&T discussed 3-
406 but argued that it didn't apply for reasons other than that its new argument 
that there was no alteration or forgery. The arguments made in L&T's motion 
in limine are different issues than L&T has brought on appeal. 
• (R. 529) L&T did not argue at trial that 3-406 didn't apply. 
• (Tr. 32) L&T's counsel argued that 3-403 doesn't apply. "The only issue I 
think we may need to create a record on relates to the claim that Check City is 
making under 3-403." Tr. 32. L&T's counsel never referenced 3-406. In fact 
L&T's counsel stipulated that there were "no disputed issues of fact about the 
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duty issue." Id. Throughout the course of the trial L&T's counsel never 
argued that 3-406 didn't apply. 
• (Tr. 132-33) During this section of 1he trial L&T's counsel argued that some 
sections of the uniform commercial code barred Check City's claims. 
However, L&T did not argue that 3-406 did not apply. 
• (Tr. 140) During this section of the trial L&T's counsel argued that 4-406 
shouldn't apply. L&T did not argue that 3-406 did not apply. 
• (Tr. 143) This page in the transcript reflects the Judge Howard's ruling that 
there was a duty under 3-406. 
Under Rule 24(a)(9) of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure, an appellant must 
provide an argument containing the contentions and reasons with respect to the issues 
presented, including the grounds for reviewing any issue not preserved in the trial 
court, with citations.. .to the record. Utah R. App. P. 24(a)(9) (2010). When the 
appellant fails to comply with this rule the court should decline to address the issue 
because the reviewing court is entitled to have the issues clearly defined. Burns v. 
Summerhays, 927 P.2d 197, 199 (Utah Ct. App. 1996/ 
To preserve an issue for appeal a party must first raise the issue before the trial 
court. Hart v. Salt Lake County Comm 'n, 945 P.2d 125, 129 (Utah Ct. App. 1997). 
A matter is sufficiently raised if (a) it is submitted to the trial court, and (b) the court 
is afforded an opportunity to rule on the issue. Id An issue must be "specifically 
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raised such that the issue is sufficiently raised to a "level of consciousness before the 
trial court." Id. 
Here, L&T has not cited one page in the record in which they preserved their 
new argument for appeal. The trial court was not afforded an opportunity to rule on 
the issue and in fact was led to the conclusion that there was a forgery or alteration by 
L&T. L&T's new argument that there was no forgery was therefore not raised to a 
level of consciousness before the trial court. As such, this Court should dismiss 
L&T's appeal because of L&T's failure to preserve the issue of a duty under 3-406. 
B. L&T did not properly marshal all of the evidence for the Court on the 
issue of whether there was a forgery under 3-406. 
L&T did not inform this Court of numerous facts that led the trial court to 
determine that there was a forgery or alteration under 3-406. 
To challenge the sufficiency of the evidence supporting the trial court's 
determination, appellant "must marshal the evidence supporting the verdict and then 
demonstrate that even viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the verdict, 
the evidence is insufficient to support it." Onglnt'l (U.S.A.) v. 11th Ave. Corp., 850 
P.2d 447, 457 (Utah 1993). 
Some of the facts L&T neglected to inform this Court of are: (1) that each of 
the checks were required to have two signatures and in fact had two signatures, (2) 
that L&T termed TJS as the "forger" and these checks as "forgeries," and (3) that 
there were numerous indications that TJS was likely presenting checks as though they 
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had the required endorsements. R. 48-53 (reverse side of checks with two signatures); 
Tr. 135-136, 146 & R. 35-41 (where L&T termed TJS as the forger, and filled out 
affidavits of "forgery" with their bank); & Trial Exhibit " 1 " (where L&T continued to 
write two-party checks to TJS knowing that TJS was altering lien releases, knowing 
that TJS desperate for cash, knowing that something was "wrong" with TJS, & being 
"concerned" with TJS). 
Here, L&T made no attempt to marshal the evidence in support of the trial 
court's finding of an alteration or forgery. All L&T has done is argue selected 
evidence favorable to its position. This failure alone is grounds to reject their new 
argument that there was no alteration or forgery. 
C. Throughout the course of litigation L&T termed TJS's actions as forgery. 
As mentioned above, L&T termed TJS as the "forger" and these checks as 
"forgeries." Tr. 135-136, 146 & R. 35-41 (where L&T termed TJS as the forger, and 
filled out affidavits of "forgery" with their bank). 
• The "forger" [TJS] filed bankruptcy. Tr. 135; 
• You look to the party who took the check from the "forger." Tr. 135-
36; 
• L&T in fact filled out an affidavits attesting to TJS "Forgery." R. 35-
41. 
Although L&T argued there was no duty under the UCC, when questioned by 
the trial court about what "facts" L&T disputes about Check City's negligence claim, 
L&T said there were none. Tr. 32. L&T went on to say that "[t]he only issue that I 
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think we may need to create a record on relates to the claim that Check City is making 
under [3-403]..." Id. 
In addition, had L&T made this argument at any time during the district court 
case, Check City would have presented additional evidence of the signatures being 
forgeries. L&T failed to point out that although Familian's signature did not appear 
on the checks as the second required signature, there were two signatures on the back 
of all of the checks. R. 48-53 (reverse side of checks with two signatures). These two 
signatures, along with TJS's long check cashing history at Check City, led Check City 
to believe TJS had the required endorsements on the Checks. When TJS then 
presented the Checks to Check City through fraud, Check City cashed the checks in 
good faith believing that all of the required endorsements were on the Checks, even 
though the signatures on the checks turned out not to be Familian's signatures. 
Check City acknowledges that there are numerous authorities which hold that 
a check which is missing a signature does not contain a forgery or alteration under 
U.C.C. § 3-406. However, "forgery" is defined as "a false ...document made to look 
genuine by someone with the intent to deceive." Balck's Law Dictionary 661 (7th ed. 
1999). In light of defendant's failure to argue that there was no forgery, the fact that 
there were two signatures on the back of all of the Checks, and the defendant's 
affirmative statement that the only factual issues related to 4-403, the trial court was 
certainly at liberty to determine that the second signature on the Checks was presented 
as that of Familian's or of Familian's agent by TJS. The trial court was therefore 
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justified in finding there was an alteration or forgery, i.e., TJS presented a document 
made to look genuine with the intent to deceive. 
D. Although 3-406 does not create a cause of action for Check City, it 
appropriately explains the duty L&T owed Check City—Reasonable 
Care. 
Select Express, cited by L&T for the proposition that a drafter cannot owe a 
duty of care to a check casher like Check City, stands for a much different 
proposition. The relevant rule from Select Express is that the court should look to the 
relationship between the drawer and the party that takes the check to determine if 
there is a duty. Select Express, LLC v. Am. Trade Binidery, Inc., 178 Md. App. 607, 
614 (Md. Ct. Spec. App. 2008), & L&T's App. Brief p. 19. Thus, the Select Express 
court recognized that there may be a duty if the relationship is different than the 
relationship at issue it he Select Express case. Id. 
When a failure to exercise due care creates the risk of economic loss only, an 
intimate nexus between the parties is a predicate to the imposition of tort liability— 
duty. Id. The court in Select Express recognized that the "nexus requirement may 
not be as close as the word 'intimate' would suggest" and in determining whether it 
exists, the focus is on the defendant's knowledge. Id. at 615. 
"Section 3-406 rejects decisions holding that the maker of a note owes no 
duty of care to the holder.. .By issuing the instrument and 'setting it afloat upon a sea 
of strangers' the maker or drawer voluntarily enters into a relation with the later 
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holders which justifies imposition of a duty of care." Utah Code Ann. § 70A-3-406 
cmt. 1 (1993). 
Here, L&T had knowledge of the risk of non-payment to TJS. The trial court 
concluded that "evidence suggests that L&T had notice of a risk of nonpayment to 
Familian, by which they could have escrowed the money, or taken other remedial 
steps." Tr. 144. It is implicit in the trial court's ruling that the court believed L&T 
had enough "knowledge" to have prevented Check City's loss. The trial court 
therefore concluded that L&T owed Check City a duty. The court defined L&T's 
duty under 3-406 as one of ordinary care. R. 501. 
II. COMPARATIVE NEGLIGENCE 
The trial court was correct in concluding that L&T's comparative negligence 
was greater than that of Check City and that L&T's negligence was a cause of 
Check City's loss. 
L&T is correct that Check City never denied that it had some responsibility for 
the loss. However, Check City never concluded that its own partial negligence should 
preclude it from collecting from L&T. 
In regard to the trial court's decision that L&T was 51% at fault and that L&T 
caused Check City's loss, the Court should review that determination under the 
clearly erroneous standard of review. State v. Pena, 869 P.2d 932, 935-36 (Utah 
1994), see also Harline v. Baker, 912 P.2d 433 (Utah 1996) (stating issue of 
proximate cause is generally a fact question). 
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For a reviewing court to find clear error, it must decide that the factual 
findings made by the trial court are not adequately supported by the record, 
resolving all disputes in the evidence in a light most favorable to the trial court's 
determination. State v. Pena, at p.935-36. 
In regard to the trial court's decision about who was in the best position to 
prevent the harm, it is implicit in the trial court's ruling that L&T was in the best 
position to prevent the harm, not Check Ci1y. R. 501-02. 
The facts support the trial court's decision about who was at fault. L&T 
continued writing two-party checks to TJS even though they were concerned about 
TJS and knew something was wrong with them. Trial Exhibit " 1 . " L&T continued 
writing checks to TJS even though L&T knew TJS was forging lien releases. Trial 
Exhibit " 1 . " 
Check City on the other hand had no reason to worry about TJS. TJS's agents 
had cashed approximately $170,000 in checks at Check City without problem. L&T's 
App. Brief p. 10. The Checks in question all had two signatures. R. 48-53. Thus, 
Check City acted almost as carefully as any bank or check casher in their position 
would have acted in that situation. 
Nevertheless, L&T continues to point to authorities, which are distinguishable 
from the present factual situation, which are examples of instances when courts 
denied claims like Check City's because a check was missing a signature. What L&T 
fails to point out is L&T's extensive knowledge of their plumber's misdeeds and 
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financial woes. The trial Court held that "evidence suggests that L&T had notice of a 
risk of nonpayment to Familian, by which they could have escrowed the money, or 
taken other remedial steps." Tr. 144. Therefore, the trial court was correct in 
concluding that L&T's fault caused Check City's loss. 
IILTRIAL COURT'S DECISION ON CHECK CITY'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
A. L&T did not preserve the issue of whether Check City caused 
damage to L&T 
"To preserve a substantive issue for appeal, a party must first raise the issue 
before the trial court." Hart v. Salt Lake County Comrn'n, 945 P.2d 125, 129 (Utah Ct. 
App. 1997). "A matter is sufficiently raised if it is submitted to the trial court, and the 
court is afforded an opportunity to rule on the issue." Id. Thus, an issue must be 
"raised in a timely fashion," must be "specifically raised such that the issue is 
sufficiently raised to a level of consciousness' before the trial court," and must be 
supported by evidence or relevant legal authority. Id. at 130. 
'The mere mention of an issue in the pleadings . . . is insufficient to raise an 
issue at trial and thus insufficient to preserve the issue for appeal. LeBaron & 
Assocs., Inc., v. Rebel Enters., Inc., 823 P.2d 479, 482-83 (Utah Ct. App. 1991). 
In Check City's second motion for summary judgment, it argued that Check 
City could not have caused any injury to L&T. R-272-274. Check City explained in 
17 
detail how Check City could not have caused harm to L&T. Id. L&T Responded to 
that argument by claiming that it had to pay $39,900.34 their supplier directly; which 
was allegedly their damage. R. 323-25. However, L&T offered no explanation about 
how Check City's cashing of the checks could have caused L&T to pay one more 
cent then they were obligated to pay their supplier. Id. Check City's arguments 
necessitated a response with an explanation about how Check City's cashing of the 
Checks caused damage or injury to L&T. The lower court found that L&T did not 
explain how Plaintiffs payment of money to TJS increased L&T's payments to their 
supplier, i.e. caused L&T's alleged damage. R. 331. Thus, L&T did not raise the 
issue of how Check City's alleged negligence caused L&T to be damaged to a level of 
consciousness. 
In Hart the Court generally ruled that the appellant did not sufficiently 
preserve an issue for appeal where even though the appellant objected to a jury 
instruction for lack of evidence, their "reasons" for their objections were not the same 
at the trial court as it was at the appellate level. Hart, 945 P.2d 125, 131. Here, L&T 
offered no reason or explanation for their objection to Check City's argument about 
how Check City caused L&T's alleged injury. Therefore, the trial court's decision 
granting Check City's motion for summary judgment on L&T's counterclaim for 
negligence should be affirmed. 
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B. The trial court was correct in granting Check City's Motion for 
summary judgment because L&T did not allege facts of Damage sufficient to 
defeat Check City's motion for summary judgment. 
"When a motion for summary judgment is made and supported as provided in this 
rule [56], an adverse party may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of his 
pleading, but his response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this rule, 
must set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial. If he 
does not so respond, summary judgment, if appropriate, shall be entered against 
him." 
Utah R. Civ. P. 56(e). 
Check City offered no factual statement regarding L&T's alleged payment of 
$39,900.34 to its supplier Familian. R. 274-76. The entirety of L&T's statement of 
facts in its response to Check City's motion for summary judgment was "L&T paid 
TJS only for its 'labor' through separate and distinct checks, copies of which are 
attached hereto as Exhibit 'A'". R. 295. Thus, there was no specific fact set forth 
about the payment of $39,900.34 or any other fact about L&T's alleged damage. 
L&T claimed however that it paid their supplier, Familian, "$39,900.34 as a 
result of [Check City] cashing the checks." R.273. As mentioned above, L&T offered 
no explanation about how the payment of that money was caused by Check City. 
L&T also did not corroborate that statement by a verified statement of fact. 
The trial court held that "[defendant has not supported its assertion with 
record evidence." R.0331. The court went on to state that "[njeither has [L&T] 
explained how [Check City's] payment of money to TJS increased [L&T's] payments 
19 
to Familian..." R. 331. Thus, L&T did not even allege evidence of damage and their 
appeal to reinstate their counterclaim could be denied on this fact alone. 
Check City cashed the Checks and the Checks were returned. Tr. 63-64. 
Check City therefore received nothing from L&T or L&T's bank. Tr. 63-64. Check 
City could not have caused damage to L&T if L&T's bank did not honor the checks. 
Thus, the only loss was to Check City. Check City requests that the Court affirm the 
trial court's granting of Check City's motion for summary judgment on L&T's 
counterclaims. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, the Court should affirm the trial court's decisions. 
Dated this day of February, 2010. —^— " 
^ ^ S r S . Young 
^ ^ ^ Attorney for Appellee 
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TIME LINE OF EVENTS FORTJS MECHANICAL] 
DATE 
NOV 22 1999 
EVENT 
CUT FIRST CHECK TO TJS MECHANICAL 
FIRST JOINT CHECK CUT TO TJS MECHANICAL AND MOUNTIANLANDS PLUMBING 
FIRST JOINT CHECK CUT TO TJS MECHANICAL AND LAWSON YEATES/ PLUMBERS SUPPLY (WHO LATER CHANGED THEIR N, 
TJS & L&T ENTER A CONTRACT FOR BLACKHORSE RUN PLUMBING CONTRACT AMOUNT $140,675 00 
RECEIVED INVOICE FOR KENT OLSEN'S FINAL INVOICE IT WAS $1500 MORE THAN THE CONTRACT 
RECEIVED INVOICE FOR LOT #237 SADDLEBROOK FOR $850 00 
RECEIVED INVOICE FOR #203 SADDLEBROOK FOR $210 00 (SCOTT THINKS THIS IS A DUPLICATE OR A BACKCHARGE) 
RECEIVED A CHANGE ORDER INVOICE FOR KENT OLSEN'S THAT WERE MORE THAN WHAT WAS AGREED TO TOM & TRENT 
RECEIVED A CONDITIONAL LIEN WAIVER THROUGH 12-10-03 (TOLD TJS THAT NEEDED A CONDITIONAL FINAL SINCE JOB W/ 
RECEIVED ANOTHER LIEN RELEASE FROM TJS FOR OLSEN JOB WHICH HAD SAME DATE BUT MORE MONEY AND IT LOOKEC ^ 
ITOLD TJS THAT THEY NEEDED TO GET A CORRECT LIEN RELEASE FOR OLSEN OR I WAS GOING TO HOLD THEIR CHECKS U ^ 
RECEIVED INVOICE FOR DENNIS RESIDENCE FROM TJS MECHANICAL i 
ITME FIRST INDICATION TO ME THAT TnERE WAS SOMETniNG WRONG DID NOT GET TOO ALARMED BECAUSE LiEN RELEA, $ 
[RECEIVED FROM TJS LIEN RELEASE FOR OLSEN JOB FOR 3541 83 THAT WAS LESS THAN THE AMOUNTS FROM 2 MONTHS / 
I WAS CONCERNED BECAUSE TJS HAD TOLD ME THEY WERE IN DESPERATE NEED FOR THEIR CHECKS AND I KNEW THAT" 
CUT CHECK #51768 TO TJS MECHANICAL FOR $6 956 56 CLEARED ZIONS BANK ON 2/24/2004 (SAMPLE CHECK CONFIRMING 
RECEIVED FROM TJS (5) INVOICES FOR WILLOWS CLUBHOUSE/SADDLEBROOK #235 & #226 & #237 &236 
RECEIVED FROM TJS LIEN RELEASE FROM FERGUSON SENT TO TJS DIRECTLY FOR ALL JOBS HE WAS CURRENTLY WORKl 
THE LIEN RELEASES LOOKED LIKE THEY HAD BEEN CHANGED CALLED MARIANNE TO GET A COPY FAXED DIRECTLY TO MY 
NEW COPIES FROM FNW (MARIANNE) CONFIRMED THAT THE ORIGINAL PRELIENS WERE MANIPULATED AND SOME WERE It 
RECEIVED LIEN RELEASE FOR LOT 165 SADDLEBROOK FOR $1148 25 TJS NEVER GAVE ME THIS COPY 
RECEIVED LIEN RELEASE FOR OLSEN RESIDENCE FOR $5541 83 TJS GAVE ME ONE WHICH HE CHANGED THE 5 TO 3 
RECEIVED LIEN RELEASE FOR DENNIS RESIDENCE FOR $1850 15 TJS GAVE ME ONE THAT WAS FOR THE SAME AMOUNT. 
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.FNW FAXED OVER LIST OF JOBS AND AMOUNTS OWNING ON EACH .lOR 
.PURCHASE ORDER WRITTEN BY L&T TO TJS FOR E X T R A S AT DENNIS P ^ ^ ' 
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bmSTBOTK^SENT LETTER TO KEY BANK REQUESTING CHECKS BE CUT FOR THE AMOUNTS OF THE FORGERY CHECKS 
KEY BANK CUT CHECKS TO ffONSTlRST NATIONAL BANK FOR THE EXACT AMOUNTS OF THE CHECKS 
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|TJS MECHANICAL AND JANA LEE MORTENSEN FILED THEIR PETITION FOR RELIEF UNDER CHAPTER 7 OF THE US BANKRUP 
RECEIVED IN MAIL (5) NOTICES OF DISHONORED CHECKS FROM CHECK CITY LETTER DATED 07-28-2004 
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RECEIVED LETTER FROM KENNETH A RUSHTON BANKRUPTCY LAWYER FOR TJS MECHANICAL 
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In consideration of your paymp this photostat m fieu 
of the original check we agree to hold you, *ne 
drawee bank, harmless from any IOPC you may 
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Z10N6 FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
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Utah Code Ann. § 70A-3-406 
TITLE 70A. UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE 
CHAPTER 3. NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS 
PART 4. LIABILITY OF PARTIES 
Utah Code Ann. § 70A-3-406 (2009) 
§ 70A-3-406. Negligence contributing to forged signature or alteration of instrument 
(1) A person whose failure to exercise ordinary care substantially contributes to an alteration of 
an instrument or to the making of a forged signature on an instalment is precluded from asserting 
the alteration or the forgery against a person who, in good faith, pays the instrument or takes it for 
value or for collection. 
(2) Under Subsection (1), if the person asserting the preclusion fails to exercise ordinary care in 
paying or taking the instrument and that failure substantially contributes to loss, the loss is allocated 
between the person precluded and the person asserting the preclusion according to the extent to 
which the failure of each to exercise ordinary care contributed to the loss. 
(3) Under Subsection (1), the burden of proving failure to exercise ordinary care is on the person 
asserting the preclusion. Under Subsection (2), the burden of proving failure to exercise ordinary 
care is on the person precluded. 
